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Emoji World

A grinning face with smiling eyes represents
lightheartedness and exuberance. It shows joy,
excitement, agitation or embarrassment.
Swastika Kainth, AIS Vasundhara 6, V D
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What’s hAPPening?

??

Privacy Or Safety - What Is More Important
Induja Tyagi, GT Network

Fun facts

T

he past few months have
seen as many as 17 mob
lynchings in the country.
The latest addition being five nomadic tribals who were lynched
in Dhule, Maharashtra, on the
suspicion of being child lifters.
Many of these lynchings were a
direct bearing of rumours that
were sparked on the instant messaging service – WhatsApp. The
government has asked the messaging service to look into the
problem and look for ways to
stop the spread of rumours.
However, for an encrypted service like WhatsApp, is controlling
the flow of information even feasible? The debate of privacy vs
safety rages on.
Accountability – A must
“WhatsApp has slowly moved
on from being just a messaging
service to a media platform. With
over 200 million users in a
month, it is perhaps one of the
biggest media platforms in the
country. Considering its extensive use, some kind of accountability is a must. Maybe
WhatsApp needs to develop a
mechanism wherein such messages can be reported or it can
work on a method to search for
key words.”
Rakshit Bansal, Semester V
ASET, AUUP

World at a glance
GT keeps the newswire ticking by bringing you
news from around the globe

n Whatsapp is the world’s

largest messaging
platform.
n The app is available in
around 40 languages.
n It adds over one million
users every single day.
n Around 65 billion text
messages are exchanged
on WhatsApp on a daily
basis.
n The app is banned in
countries like China and
Iran because of the
circulation of derogatory
messages via the platform.
Whose fault is it, anyway?
“It is ironical that they can blame
technology, which is actually run
by people. I would disagree with
anyone who says that the problem would disappear if it was not
for WhatsApp. Even if the rumour was spread on WhatsApp,
the point is that people actually
got together to indulge in a violent crime. If people think that
they can get away with crimes
like these then is it the fault of a
messaging app or law and order
as a whole?”
Urvashi Bhardwaj, Alumnus,
AIESR, AUUP
Privacy- What is that?
“WhatsApp is a communicative
catalyst at most and nothing else.

England

The government’s instructions to
monitor the chats of users shall go
directly against WhatsApp’s recently introduced chat encryption.
Indirectly, it is the citizens whose
right to privacy is being violated.
We need solutions without compromising the privacy of the millions of daily users.”
Amit Rath, Alumnus
AIESR, AUUP
Curbing the menace
“I think WhatsApp has decided to
take an approach which minimises fake news to lessen conflicts with the Indian govt. In its
recent reply to the govt., WhatsApp has made clear its motive to
assist the govt. in any way possible with active participation to
curb this issue. The newly released features including forward
tagging and flagging suspicious
news shall go a long way to put
an end to the troubles that it created in the first place.”
Nidhi Jain, Semester V
AIPS, AUUP
Do we have a role to play?
“As a community, we should refrain from mindlessly forwarding
whatever we receive on social
media. Awareness is a tool of social change and we should make
it a point to use it for the benefit
of the community.”
Nandini Sukhija
AIS MV, XII G G T

China

New foreign secretary appointed
Jeremy Hunt, who has previously
served as Health Minister in the
British government, has now been
appointed by PM Theresa May as the
new foreign secretary, after the
resignation of Boris Johnson
following the protest against Brexit.

A laser gun just like ‘Star Wars’
Researchers have developed a ‘laser
gun’ which can ignite fire on a target
from almost a kilometer away. The fire
is caused due to ‘instant carbonisation’
where the skin would instantly be reduced to burnt carbon-like tissues.

Japan
Stink-o-Meter
A Japanese organisation
has developed a device
which can measure body
odour and even rate it on
a scale of 0-10. The sensor
takes around 10 seconds to
display the results after the
device is placed on a
respective body part. It’s
known as ES-100, and will
cost around $125 for a piece.

France

USA
Starbucks to ban plastic
straws and lids
The top coffee company from
the US, has declared that it
will completely ban plastic
straws from all their outlets by
the year 2020. Officials have
stated that they will switch to
environment-friendly options
such as bamboo straws and
recyclable lids for their
coffees, as their share of
giving back to environment.

Undercover agents
battling terrorism
The French government
has deployed
undercover agents in
their trains to
combat any
potential terror threats.
These agents will travel
everyday in trains,
undercover to monitor any
suspicious activity.

Lesotho, Africa
A diamond worth 90 crores
In a mine in the state of Lesotho, a 89-carat yellow
diamond has been discovered, worth more than 90
crores INR. The diamond unearthed by a mining
company called Lucapa is co-owned by the company
and the government of Lesotho in a ratio of 70-30%.

India
Mumbai’s site declared
World Heritage Site
The Victorian Gothic and Art
Deco Ensembles, consisting of
a few structures like the
Mumbai High Court, Mumbai
University, Old Secretariat etc
from the 19th Century
Victorian Era, have been
declared as World Heritage
Sites by UNESCO.

Thailand
Fatal rescue operation turned out successful
In the Tham Luang Nang Non caves, a football
team and their coach were trapped for almost 20
days. All of the boys have now been rescued by
a navy ‘Seal Team’. A member of the rescue
team died during operations, while providing
oxygen to the trapped boys.

